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Geology of the area of field practice
in geological mapping and structural analysis
General information
The area of the Summer field practice is located in the so called Skyba zone (Skyba
nappe) of Eastern Carpathian Mountains, featuringCretaceous and Paleogene flysch
beds. The tectonics of this zone is presented by a number of listric thrust sheets
(nappes) with generally South-Western dip. The nappe tectonics results in the
formation of several monoclines with conformal bedding to the surfaces of listric
upthrow faults. The structure of monoclines is complicated with widely developed
middle- and small-size folds, zones of boudinage, jointing and cleavage.
The territory, covered by the field works, contains a lot of natural outcrops and two
rock quarries,providing the students with sufficient geological information for practice
in geological surveying and mapping and structural analysis.
This area was methodological prepared for field practice by professor Viktor Shevchuk
in 1995.
Geography
The field practice takes place in the Northern part of Eastern Carpathians Mountains,
on the territory of National Natural Park “Skolivski Beskydy” [1] (Fig. 1). The terrain
is characterized by low and middle mountains with altitudes from 450 m to 1362.7 m
(Magura mountain). The main morphological feature of the topography is the series of
mountain ridges extending northwest. The mountain slopes are predominantly steep
and asymmetricreflecting the geology of the Skyba zone. They are covered with beech
and fir forests and can have subalpine meadows on their top parts. In most cases the
depressions between ridges have permanent water streams. The largest of them are
Stryi and Opir rivers.

Fig. 1. The panorama of National Natural Park “Skolivski Beskydy” (wikipedia.org)
Properly the area of practice is located in the submeridional part of the Opir river valley
with its inflowing streams Zelemjanka and Orjava rivers (Fig. 2). The valley of the
Opir river is limited from the East by Zelemjanka ridge with peaks above 1200 m and

from the West – by a nameless ridge with the highest point Krymenni Mountain
(1135.5 m). Several streams inflow to the Opir river from both ridges, producing
numerous outcrops along the flows.

Fig. 2. Area of field practice (white frame) as viewed on the Google Earth satellite
image
Stratigraphy
The stratigraphic division of flysch deposits of the Skyba zone is quite complicated
and controversial, taking into account their genesis issues. Due to multitude of
turbiditic flows covering different area of Tethys bed slopes the composition, thickness
and distribution of coeval lithological layers are extremely variable. This situation can
evoke different interpretations of lithostratigraphic sequences even in adjacent areas.
The most important for field mapping and allocation of boundaries between the
stratigraphic units are regional litho-stratigraphic markers. Supportive biostratigraphic
laboratory investigations allow enhanced dating of rocks on the base of Bivalvia
(Inoceramus) and Foraminifera (Globoriata, Nummulites, Acarinina, Cyclammina,
Cibicides, Ammonia, Globigerina) complexes.
For the purposes of the field practices in geological surveying and mapping of this area
we use the (presumably) most optimal integral stratigraphic chart for the Skyba zone,
derived from 1:50 000 [2] and 1:200 000 [3, 4] geological maps.

Based on the results of geological mapping of “Klimetz” area [2] the stratigraphy of
Cretaceous and Paleogene flysch deposits is divided into the following
lithostratigraphic formations: Stryiska (К2-₽1st)*, Jamnenska (₽1jm), Manjavska
(₽2mn), Holovetska (₽3gl) and Verkhovynska (₽3vr). The lithology of these units is
presented principally with various types of interbedding sandstones, siltstones and
claystones (flysch sequences), and secondarily with gravelstones and marl deposits.
The stratigraphic markers are thin layers of gray-green and reddish weakly argilized
clays, flints and thin-layered limestones.
According to the unified stratigraphic chart of the Skyba zone used for the actual State
Geological Maps of Ukraine with scale 1:200 000 [3, 4] we exclude the Vygodska
(₽2vg) and Bystrytska (₽2bs) formations for mapping purposes, since they do not clearly
trace in outcrops through their possible lateral pinchout. The Holovetska (₽3gl)
formation used in the stratigraphic chart of “Klimetz” [2] area corresponds to the lower
member of Menilitova (₽3ml1) formation in the actual 1:200 000 State Geological Map
of Ukraine [3, 4], and Verkhovynska (₽3vr) formation [2] corresponds to its
Krosnenska (₽3kr) formation [3, 4].
Tectonics
The tectonics of the field practice area is determined by its location within Skyba
(nappe) zone, forming part of Outer (Flysch) Carpathians. This nappe zone is limited
by the Boryslav-Pokutskiy nappe of the Pre-Carpathian foredeep in NE and
Krosnenska zone in SW. According to the State Geological Maps of Ukraine [3, 4] and
previous geological surveys [2] the width of the Skyba zone ranges from 6 to 30 km.
The nappe overlap amplitude in the North-Eastern direction is from 16 km to more than
30 km. The dip of the Skyba nappe bed floor is on average 40-60° near the surface.
With increasing depth the layers flatten out, becoming subhorizontal at a depth of 5-6
km. The lower structural floor of folds can be traced in the underthrust part of the Skyba
nappe, where Bytkivske, Pnivske and other oil and gas deposits are localized.
The Skyba zone is divided into several large tectonic blocks (imbricated slices; the
Ukrainian word skyba stays for English chunk, or slice). These are monocline units
forming second-rank nappe-type structures. These monoclinal blocks are
overstructured with linear folds, often fractured along their axes, and this fracturing
determined the formation of second- and third-rank nappe-type structures. The
monoclinal blocks are bounded with listric nappes, which flatten out with increasing
depth and eventually become subhorizontal, thus consolidating within a single system.
The monoclinal blocks are regionally distributed, however, in certain locations in the
Outer Carpathians they can either thin away along strike or overlap with other
monoclinal blocks. Going from NE to SW six large monoclinal units are usually
allocated and named as follows: Beregová, Órivska, Skólivska, Paráshka, Zelemjánka,
Rozhánka. Each one overlaps its subsequent counterpart in the North-East direction.
The students' field practice area itself comprises the border between Parashka and
Zelemjanka monoclinal blocks.
*

Previously Stryjska formation was Upper Cretaceous [2].

Report materials
As a result of the field works the students prepare the geological map of the area
together with an explanatory survey to it, with added results of paleotectonic studies.
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Photos of the area of field practice in geological mapping and structural analysis

Photo 1. Valley of Opir river and Hrebeniv
village.

Photo 2. Stryiska (К2-₽1st) formation in a rock
quarry. Ineterbedding of sandstones, siltstones
and claystones (flysch sequences).

Photo 3. Chevron fold in sandstone.

Photo 4. Zone of boudinage and rock breaking.

Photo 5, 6. The solemarks on the surface of sandstones.

Photo 7. Sandstones of Jamnenska (₽1jm)
formation in a rock quarry.

Photo 8. Claystones of Holovetska (₽3gl)
formation. Some of them are bituminous.

